Hatfield and Company is a distributor and manufacturer’s representative of leading technical products and solutions that help our customers improve efficiency and quality, and save money. We specialize in solutions for filtration, instrumentation, valves, safety, and other piping related products. We consider our customers to be our partners and we are committed to being fair, ethical, and honest... every time.

Hatfield and Company currently has Sales Offices located throughout the United States in Illinois, Indiana, Louisiana, Oklahoma, and Texas. We also service and provide technical products and solutions for customers in Alabama, Arkansas, Iowa, Kansas, Michigan, Mississippi, Missouri, New Mexico, Ohio, and Tennessee.
Steam System Survey: Capture your steam trap performance with SAGE® by Armstrong mobile. Now you can own your data & manage your trap population.

Steam Trap Tester: the SAGE UMT™ wireless hand-held steam trap testing tool, connects to any smartphone or tablet, with built-in RFID tag reader.

Thermal Survey: Identify the need for safety & energy optimization.

Thermal Energy Loss Analysis: Calculate energy loss and savings with reusable thermal jackets.

Hot Water Monitoring: Precision temperature control and monitoring with thermal flush programming. Complies with CMS mandate on Legionella.


Steam Energy Optimization: Minimize your energy losses and optimize your equipment performance with 24/7 monitoring through SAGE® by Armstrong.

Thermal Energy Optimization: Protect your employees and provide long term energy savings with removable & reusable insulation jackets.

Hot Water Systems: Customize a digital hot water generation system to meet your specific needs.
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